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EASIT is a project on making content easy to understand.
In EASIT we will focus on audio-visual content. For example: television broadcasts or films.

EASIT addresses people who
• create easy-to-understand content
• translate existing materials into easy-to-understand language.

Easy-to-understand content benefits all of us, but in particular persons with reading difficulties.

EASIT aims to
• create recommendations on how to make easy-to-understand audio-visual content
• define the skills of the professionals who make content easy to understand
• define what these professionals should learn
• create teaching materials to train these professionals
• explore how these professionals could be certified.

Outputs
The results of the project are called outputs. These will be presented in six events. The event will be in different countries.

The teaching materials that EASIT will create will be free. Everybody will be able to use them in different learning situations.

By using EASIT materials, professionals will learn to create more accessible content. This will promote social inclusion and will reduce inequalities.

The teaching materials will be created in different languages, such as German, English, Italian or Spanish. They will also be in languages that are less spoken, such as Galician, Catalan, Swedish and Slovene.

EASIT also wants to make people more aware of the needs of diverse users.

EASIT has 8 partners:
• Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain
• University of Vigo, Spain
• Forschungsstelle Leichte Sprache, University of Hildesheim, Germany
• SDI München - University of Applied Languages, Germany
• University of Trieste, Italy
• Radio Television Slovenia, Slovenia
• Zavod RISA, Slovenia
• Dyslexiförbundet, Sweden